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Flexible compact design
proves a winner
The recent installation of a William
Kenyon vertical rodless tensioner on
BM5 at the BillerudKorsnas mill in
Gavle, Sweden, has again highlighted
the unit’s versatility when limited
space might cause a problem.

Thanks to the tensioner’s compact
footprint, it was possible to position
the unit in a very tight area. The
flexible design also meant an offset
mounting bracket could be utilised to
maintain the correct alignment.
A spokesperson for the mill
commented : “The
tensioner is operating
perfectly. The unit is
compact yet extremely
robust. The design has
allowed us to utilise a small
space with minimum
disruption to our existing
arrangements.”

New rope
sample box
available
A new presentation box has been
produced containing a selection of
rope samples with details on the size
options available.
An accompanying leaflet provides a
simple overview of William Kenyon's
complete range of rope threading
equipment and carrier rope accessories.
Three versions have been produced in
English, French and German. If you
would like a box please call the Sales
Team on +44 (0)161 308 6030.

The mill in Gavle
produces liquid packaging
board and WTL. It has a
production capacity of
700 ktonnes/year.

New sales administrator in Erstein
Laetitia Zetting has been appointed
to the role of sales administrator
at William Kenyon’s European sales
office in Erstein. The office, which is
located in the Alsace region of France,
provides technical and administrative
support to primarily the French and
German markets, but also further
afield to a range of markets across
mainland Europe.
Said Sales Manager Frank Scharsich:
"We are very pleased to welcome
Laetitia. She will provide invaluable
support to our growing sales operation
in the region."

Data Sheets
William Kenyon has produced a series
of data sheets
on carrier
ropes, system
equipment
and splicing
tools. If you
would like
copies call the
Sales Team on: +44 (0)161 308 6030.
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Carrier Rope

Your single source for paper machine threading®

Carrier Rope Drive

Drives ropes in applications where the ropes are to be independently driven in coater,
size press, wet press and reel sections.

Available in a variety of sizes from 5hp (4kw) to 100hp (75kw) in one, two and three rope
configurations.
Can be supplied with or without motor, gearbox and controls.

Large diameter drive wheel has a V groove profile and a double wrap configuration to
eliminate rope slippage.
Optional guard packages available on request.

William Kenyon carrier ropes have been designed specifically to meet the rigorous

demands of today's paper and board makers, setting the highest standards for abrasion
resistance, durability and stability in length. Available within the range is a selection of
ropes providing specialist solutions to particular problems and conditions experienced on
paper machines.

For further information please contact our sales team on
+44 (0)161 308 6030 or fax +44 (0)161 308 6046.
Email: info@williamkenyon.co.uk
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For further information on any items
in this newsletter please contact our
sales team on +44 (0)161 308 6030
or fax +44 (0)161 308 6046 or email
info@williamkenyon.co.uk
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